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RABBI KADURI 108 YR OLD WHO DIED, AND LEFT THE WORLD A 

MESSAGE WHO THE MESSIAH WAS Today: Jan 22, 2017 

“It is hard for many good people in society to understand the person of the 

Messiah. The leadership and order of a Messiah of flesh and blood is hard to 

accept for many in the nation (Israel).  As leader, the Messiah will not hold any 

office, but will be among the people and use the media to communicate (twitter?). 

His reign will be pure and without personal or political desire. During his 

dominion, only righteousness and truth will reign.  

“Will all believe in the Messiah right away? No, in the beginning some of us will 

believe in him and some not. It will be easier for non-religious people to follow the 

Messiah than for Orthodox people. 

The revelation of the Messiah will be fulfilled in two stages. First, he will actively 

confirm his position as Messiah without knowing himself that he is the Messiah. 

Then he will reveal himself to some Jews, Not necessarily to wise Torah scholars. 

It can be even simple people. Only then he will reveal himself to the whole nation. 

The people will wonder and say: ‘What, that’s the Messiah?’ Many have known 

his name but have not believed that he is the Messiah.” 

“When he comes, the Messiah will rescue Jerusalem from foreign religions that 

want to rule the city,”…they will not succeed for they will fight against one 

another.” 
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Final Quote:  “He will lift the people, and prove that his word and law are valid.” 

My input using the Thesaurus to interpret these prophetic words from Rabbi 

Kaduri:  

It is hard for many good people in society to understand the person of the Messiah 

based on my theory, speculation, or conjecture good people will not understand 

this Messiah, but why? I think it is because he is just a man, who may not seem 

like one that is good, or holy.  As I begin to understand how one may be the 

messiah where God indwells him at some point in time according to Gods 

appointed times. He may not know yet or previously to choose between the good 

versus evil yet, but has attributes like all men and women before God fills them in 

measure with his spirit.  What this says is that good people, Christians, and others 

may not see him as Messiah material.   

The Messiah, He is of flesh and blood, (a human) a leader which means (He is a 

person in charge, chief, top, or President, etc.), he will not hold any office can 

mean a few things, in the thesaurus it means seize, cling to, or embrace any office. 

He does not hold office in the Land of Israel like Natan Yahu Prime Minister of 

Israel, but could somehow reign from America?   

He will use the media to communicate (really? like Twitter, Facebook, Online 

news?). His reign, refers to His time in office, period of influence (7 yrs) control, 

sovereignty and power…He has no political desire –which means he is not 

concerned with party politics, relating to civil administration or governmental 

beliefs regarded by the authorities as unacceptable, or support for policies and 

principles regarded by the establishment/the system as unacceptable, not usually a 

political person, and not concerned with power of a group or organization. 

During his dominion means Messiahs command, rule, authority, control and 

sway— in a territory, colony, province (America?), as protectorate is only in 

righteousness (morality, justice, honesty), and truth (fact, accuracy, truthfulness, 

genuineness, loyalty, and integrity) will reign.  

Many orthodox (approved, traditional and established) Jews will not believe in him 

where unbelievers will.  His revelation  (Rev 1:1 G602-manifestation, laying bare, 

a disclosure of truth, instruction,  appearance,  coming, be revealed, to lighten the 
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Gentiles, of mysteries) will be in two stages (periods, junctures, phases, divide up, 

pieces, bits, apportionment, and delivery-14 years/2 weeks?). 

He will actively confirm his position as Messiah without knowing (unconsciously, 

innocently, automatically) himself that he is the Messiah,  and this is where he is 

governing until he is indwelt by Gods Holy Spirit/Comforter also means spirit of 

Messiah the anointed chosen one just as Jesus was. 

Many have known his name means:  many H6446-H7227 Dan 9:27 great, 

abounding, more numerous,  in quantity, size, number, rank, age, officer, populace, 

many parts, the great in the earth, much gold {Gesenius' Hebrew-Chaldee 

Lexicon}, collectives which contain many parts, “enough now!” “Desist from all 

your abominations.” Speaking to our many enemies.  

Ps 18:15 “lightenings much” a master skilled in any art.  These many have known 

his name, (he is recognized, branded, famous, renowned and identified) by his 

name (first name, surname, middle name or family name) as in ‘Donald John 

Trump?’ 

Kaduri says ‘When He (Spirit of Messiah) comes’ I believe is a signal, sign and 

revelation of who he is, because as Kaduri said before that he is flesh and blood, 

but is not aware that he is the chosen Messiah yet! This means that when this 

indwelling by the Holy Spirit takes place, the coming of Gods Holy Spirit and the 

revelation comes to this individual leader who he is as God has chosen him.  Who 

might potentially be D. Trump?  That is the first coming of the two stages. 

Messiah will rescue Jerusalem from foreign religions that want to rule the city.  

This can have multiple meaning, because I explained before that cities can be Gods 

people, or just people. Also, city hear is literal because the nations and religions 

associated want to dictate and rule the city of Jerusalem in the Land of Israel as 

well as the nations/cities of America. 

These foreign religions that want to rule the city among them are Rome and the 

Vatican, Islam in Iran, Iraq, and Turkey to name a few.  These nations have 

religions associated with them that drive this desire.  Also, through Obama and the 

Bushes previously they have been dictating and trying to merge America into this 

New World Order that’s origins are from the pits of Hell/Tartarus.   
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Foreign means overseas, native, unfamiliar, alien, unknown and distant which also 

has multiple meanings and applications all which will most likely have bearing on 

these prophetic words giving further meaning that will take us into the future as it 

unfolds giving other meaning. Religions can mean someone’s or groups creed, 

dogma, policy, canon, doctrine, and set of guidelines, belief or faith according to 

the English Thesaurus in word. 

He will lift his people—lift means H5375 bear, carry, take, support, sustain, 

forgive, aid, assist,  lift oneself up (personally/spiritually), advance, pardon and stir 

up, to be exalted, to grow, and increase (Harvest of souls/repenting/seeking him) 

lay their sin on himself (The church failed, and now he is taking it for the team, i.e. 

Trump).  He lifts up our heads to be cheerful, confident and merry! Go up out of 

prison, “the whole assembly lifted up their voice” (trumpets)—prayers, reproaches, 

a false report, who endure, and suffer…while He bears a part of our grief. 

The Messiah helps us, supports, and stirs us up so that we can grow, he has 

forgiven us, and he is taking us out of our personal prisons, we are shouting and 

being heard, we have endured and suffered through false reports. 

Last Kaduri says in the final quote: “He lifts his people, and proves that his word 

and law are valid.”  Proves H2428-2342 means Army, to display valour, host, 

strength, force, wealth, ability, efficiency, virtue and power, to establish, confirm, 

establish and corroborate to be hurled on or against something. Causing terror.   

He proves his word and law to shew valid (G227, G1, G2990 Alpha/the beginning, 

the Christ, strengthening the force of terms, however, is doubted or denied by 

many—those ignorant of the commandments and scriptures, hidden from them, 

secretly, without knowing them as true, real, right, and righteous – they are not 

hidden, obvious and unconcealed, that we are speaking or loving the truth, 

representative of God, authoritative, legally binding, and legitimate). 

God reveals that he is real, his word and laws are not hidden from us, and that they 

are real and righteous.  The Messiah proves to his army, host, and establishes by 

confirmation virtue, power, wealth and ability which is hurled, launched, confuse, 

puzzle, and perplex those against Messiah, and those naysayers, skeptics, and 

enemies of God, causing them, motive, goal, plan, and they are in terror, shock, 
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panic, alarm, apprehension, and dread—having a premonition, intuition, hunch, 

maybe this is a sign, and suspicion, ominous, warning, ill-fated, doomed,  hopeless, 

predestined, and damned.   

These skeptics or enemies are caught off guard, and perplexed and confused by the 

Messiah, or person that is proving who he is, along with the word and the law to 

verify him to us the army, and the angelic host as well. 

I believe that those who are not for the Messiah, but the enemies are getting an 

inkling and premonition that this is not good for them, and possibly they may know 

that He may be the Messiah, but doing everything in their power to stop him.  

Donald John Trump whose name is prophetic is being perceived, revealed, and 

potentially is the Messiah that very soon will be indwelt with Gods Holy Spirit 

(Messiah Spirit), and the spiritual forces behind governments are awakening to this 

as well as others like myself.  (Update 7/2/2020 He has been, and the Messiah 

Spirit Abode with DJT-like with Jesus-Trump is the Son given, not child born) 

If Donald John Trump is not the coming one, the Messiah in America who is 

raising up the people, then another must come along that fulfills, performs, and 

carries out all the above.  Donald John Trump literally has shattered every record 

and understanding that has been in place for decades.  This movement Trump calls 

it has never been seen or happened before, and not in our 200 plus years of history. 

Many prophets are saying that Trump will be filled with the Holy Spirit at his 

inauguration.  I do not know, and I included those words from Kim Clement in the 

eBook.  God be with us all, and may he give you the desire to search these things 

out, pray and listen to Him that something new is taking place, and that Gods 

timeline, sequence and prophetic fulfillment of scripture.   

We are witnesses to His coming that is taking place before our very eyes, 

worldwide that every eye shall/or could see this coming, arrival, initiation, and 

entrance of the person who will be King, setting up his kingdom on earth, 

destroying or saving his enemies one nation and person at a time.   

He is coming in two stages, and I believe that one is now, and the other may be on 

the Day of the Lord at the end of the complete sequence that lasts about (22-25yrs 
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from Oct 3-4, 2016/17=Jewish year 5777).  This coming is terrestrial and the 

indwelling is by the spirit that is not observed.   

If D. Trump is the person then at some point something amazing will take place!  

He will go from whispering the name of God to shouting it!  He will move in the 

power and glory of God, and turn around this country and people to awake from 

sleep and arise from their dead lives.   

This person (i.e. D. Trump) will promote the scriptures and their intent, love, grace 

and mercy.  Those who will choose to believe will be saved and those who reject 

Him will be counted among the left, the goats that go into perdition and lake of fire 

at the very end. 

Let’s watch and see the Lord move on Donald John Trump!  If He is this person, 

and Messiah those of us looking on will come to know it.  Those who are not 

deceived by the Devil and Satan whose name is Azazel, Allah, Zeus, Buddha, and 

all the others like Osiris, Diana, and many classes of demons, devils and their 

children.   

In ancient times they were the mythological gods and creature that were real and 

worshipped as Gods.  Now the Aliens (Grays, Nordics, and Reptilians’) to name a 

few will be pretenders, anti-christ’s, and replacement Christ’s bringing a different 

history and gospel then that of the Bible.  Do not be deceived! 

SUMMARY: After Ariel Sharon died in 2014 the Messiah would reveal himself 

according to Kaduri.  Soon after in 2015 Trump announced He would run for 

President of the USA.  This first part I call the appearing and gathering his people, 

and the next potentially is when he reveals himself that he is Messiah.  We shall 

watch and see if possible. 
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